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After saving Remington's soul in the Cursed Heart, Sarah Black wrote a book about him and is ready for an exhibition.
However, a stranger with a mysterious package shows up one evening, triggering a fight between fishmen and him. He's
explaining that his town, which was a heaven for pirates, became cursed because of the mayor and his pact with Davy Jones. A
mermaid is captive and your friend wants to save her as he's in love with her. The only person that can correct everything is
you....

While the plot is great, I've been less impressed by it, maybe because the enemy is now someone really greedy and without
anything to redeem.

The gameplay stays the same: point-&-click, puzzles and hidden objects. Compared to the first game, nothing changed really
apart now a search for different objects that are sometimes hard to spot (which is the weakest point of the game). As usual, the
difficulty is well-balanced. And the bonus chapter is showing the aftermath of your actions.

The graphics are still beautiful, while you're still on an island, now, you're visiting a village, with its sewers, lighthouse, tavern or
markets. People you're meeting aren't necessarily hostile to you, as they're also wishing for peace. As usual, Davy Jones is
mentionned. Besides, the ambiance is still a surreal one. The soundtrack stays also good.

It is a great sequel anyway. While the game isn't innovative, it's still an agreable moment you will pass, so, don't hesitate too for
that one.. Simple enough game. Great to widdle away small amounts of time. Good enough challenge at times.. The graphics are
nice, and the controls are natural. Unfortunately that is about all I can say about it. Otherwise its basically a walking/climbing
simulator. The story consists of basically 2 sentences. Its too bad because I think there could have been a lot more depth if some
simple puzzle elements were added and more glimpses into the story. Instead the game is basically "find path -> follow path"
and I got bored after the second room. IMO not worth $10. Vampires the game review
By Mitch Larson

On October 7th of 2017 I can safely say that this was quite an enjoyable game. The mechanics are easy to control and while
there is some puzzle elements to the game I was able to complete the entire game in around an hour or two.

The music itself was designed nicely and while it does come on what sounds like a loop, it adds to the atmosphere nicely. The
backgrounds are decent and the overall gameplay is fun. Ever play the game Angry Birds? The launches aren’t quite like that but
it has a similar feel. The achievements are fairly easy to get and most puzzles are simple if you apply some careful thinking into
them.

I did manage to get into a spot here and there and did have to restart the level. The really nice thing about this game is that it
does a similar angry birds technique of saving the game between levels. And thank goodness for that because during my first run
play through of it, my steam account unexpectedly closed. Now I played this on a mac, but it can be played across platforms for
more than one operating system.

I was so seriously grateful that the developer of this game had the sense to install a save feature where all my hard earned
progress wouldn’t go up in smoke. Thank you, thank you, thank you! Vampires was a very relaxing game that you can play for
the entertainment. The little design details to the vampire and citizenry was interesting. The priest design was curious but
pleasant to look at. Vampires is basically where you go around changing people into a vampire all while trying to avoid priests,
other vampires and garlic.

So let’s go now to the scores. In overall design of the game I give the creator a 8.5 out of 10. In terms of the mechanics of the
game (swinging, rolling, and planning) I give the creators a 10 out of 10 for the controls and mechanics.
In terms of music I give the creator a 9 out of 10, it does loop but the ambiance is great. In terms of overall gameplay replay
value I’ll give it a 9 out of 10 because I can seriously see myself playing this game again, and again.
In terms of overall fun factor I give the creator of this game a 10 out of 10 because it was seriously, that much fun to play the
first go round.
I would highly recommend this game to other people who enjoy a relaxing, fairly easy game to pass the time.

My final thoughts are that this developer should make more exciting and fun Halloween games and I hope that they do.
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Awesome Job!

. After a looohoooonng time without any updates, I thought the developers abandond the application so I jumped ship to Driver
Booster 5.

Eventually, Driver Fusion was finally updated with lack luster results.

A UI change that I think was a giant step back Annoyed me the most. You can no longer choose between just solely backing up
or checking for driver updates. Now you HAVE to do both at the same time which is exceeding time consuming. What are we?
Mac users? Give us the option to choose please.

A test run broke my USB 3 ports rendering them unusable. Note uninstalling and deleting the driver from device manager can
fix this. Then run a hardware scan from Device manager and it automatically choose the right driver is the final step.

Though I think the nail in the coffin for me was when a pop-up started showing after login at the bottom right corner of my
screen. This was not a discreet one, it had to manually closed.

So after using this and driver booster 5 for a year I have finally decided to uninstall the product (Driver Fusion). Driver Booster
does what you used to do better. Thanks guys it was a hell of a run I had used you for years. But lack of updates, a driver update
snaffu (which really shouldn't happen since this is the whole point of your product) and an intrusive pop-up just wore me out.

Sorry, but it's you not me.

Sincerly,

Nanuk

UPDATE:

Thanks for replying. I'll probably reinstall with the next update. I guess you can't please everyone with the changes. Sadly I'll be
one of those that will not be happy.

Sorry the logs were lost with the uninstall.

UPDATE 2:

So I tried the new version, but it still breaks USB 3 which can be fixed if I uninstall the driver and let Windows use it's default
driver. Now it does the same with my Bluetooth as well. It's fixed the same way I fixed USB 3.

I have logs this time. Where do you want me to send it?

I'm glad that you can now check categories off and on in health check now.. I'm amazed at the sheer amount of playability this
game has every time i play it.

When i initially bought FortressCraft i wasn't expecting a 500+ hour game, Frozen Factory adds so much additional content
both Early AND Late game. It's the kind of game that you can't clearly describe in a single review, Theres so much to it and so
much satisfaction to be had.

Can not recommend this enough after watching the hundreds of hours pumped into this by the 1 full time Dev and the huge
amount of support it has recieved from the community.

Don't be indecisive, Go for it, It's ossum.. i,m going to be honest, i't sukcs.!.
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A helluva game that could lead to friendships ending or even divorce if you're not careful. There's so much pressure to complete
the game and given that there's only 100 lives you feel each death as you inch closer to failure.

There's no way to play alone so you must rely on teamwork. We found it difficult to communicate about the game. There's no
language that can describe the complex movement you need to make as a team. You need to circle the rope around stuff and be
on platforms of different height. Being tied together really causes problems. This is much more difficult than lovers in a
dangerous space time.

All that said this game is amazing! The rope mechanic is perfect. It grows as you do kill enemies, rewarding for doing well. But
if you die it resets completely. A little too much punishment for my taste but it does pile on the pressure.

If I could I would finish the game but I think it would lead to a fight. We definitely needed an easy mode. I think the game is
great and if you, and the person you want to play with, like seriously difficult games then I do recommend Red Rope.. It's a
good game BUT NO ONE PLAYS IT. ENG:

Otherwise, a good game, but the game is too difficult for many and difficult to approach.

FIN:

Muuten hyv\u00e4 peli, mutta peli on liian vaikea monille ja vaikeasti l\u00e4hestytt\u00e4v\u00e4.. Very short and not much
to do - however, due to the low cost I enjoyed it and it actually had me jump in my chair at one point. Not bad :) (could need
lots of more content though). 4 months for this? Wow.

Not worth the money asked for it, regardless of which make of car it is.. Buy game. Install game. Press start button. Bullets do
nothing to spiders. Die. Try again. Same result. Try again. Oh, they DO die, they just give no indication they're being hit, and
also you can't change guns. Die. Try again. Die. Try again. Magically one hand is a shotgun now oh wait I'm dead. Shotgun gone.
Die. Uninstall. Review.

I don't know if this should still be considered a work in progress or what. The visuals are Dreamcast-ish, and not in a good retro
way. There's no indication of damage as mentioned, and when the spiders die they simply fall down. There seems to be no
controls beyond pull trigger and warp, but if i missed any there's sure no tooltips, hints, or even a readme file with details to clue
me in.

It would feel extremely generous to call it a cut-rate Space Pirate Trainer.. good anti-cheat. I haven't played for more than 1
hour so far but that's more then enough time to know that I did a good decision buying this game. Definitly worth the 7 euro I
paid. No idea how long the game is but I will get my moneys worth for sure.

It's fun, already perfectly challenging and the dialog is a delight to read. There really needs to be more great games like this on
Steam.

I hope Mike from Cinemassacre gets to know about this game since he's such a big fan of Zelda.
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